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Abstract
The task of selecting the appropriate digital textbook for developing verbal skills in Russian as a foreign language has recently become more vital. During the general on-line studying foreign students learning Russian expressed their concern about the fact that there was less possibility for them to speak Russian in on-line class. Those complaints were further confirmed by the results of a survey among students conducted in April 2020. There appeared an issue of choosing an appropriate digital textbook or course of study to help students in mastering monologue and dialogue skills, to boost their motivation to speak Russian (both spontaneously and purposefully) under the teacher’s guidance or without it.

Basic research methods included making a systematic review of on-line resources which can meet foreign students’ educational demands, analyzing the sources; determining the criteria for selecting the appropriate electronic publications and courses. The following key words were used for the search: “Russian as a foreign language” or “RFL textbook”. The criteria for selecting digital textbooks included their consistency with the key words, themes, and the level of study; a full-text format, availability of assignments aimed at developing monologue and dialogue skills in the Russian language.

The use of the abovementioned methods helped to make a list of electronic textbooks and on-line courses, to specify their peculiar features and to analyze their exercises aimed at developing speaking skills. The review of the sources given in the article as well as the analysis of their technical and educational resources will hopefully help teachers giving Russian language on-line classes to select the most appropriate variant of a textbook (or assignments in it) which will effectively accomplish the task of developing speaking skills.
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Introduction

The Covid-19 pandemic has necessitated on-line education which is quite different from the traditional off-line format in the way information is perceived and the learning process is organized and structured. There
are certain difficulties in on-line teaching including teaching foreign languages and Russian as a foreign language. Educators have faced a number of problems: how to teach foreign students in different countries to write and speak Russian using available educational resources (printed books, audio apps, electronic textbooks, on-line videoconferencing platforms like Skype, Zoom, Microsoft Teams, etc.)? Is there a universal digital textbook (course or platform) which will help a foreign student to master the Russian language as quickly as possible? Evidence suggests that this was exactly what this category of students asked for (Dugina 2020: 245). In her research the author used the competency-based approach to analyze digital textbooks. The approach is aimed at “achieving education results – professionally significant competencies – while getting activity experience” (Tareva 2011: 67). Veretennikova and Dugina list the reasons for on-line education being inappropriate for some students (Veretennikova, Dugina 2020).

Farther, let us consider modern tendencies in developing dialogue and monologue skills while teaching RFL.

The methods of teaching a Russian dialogue and monologue rely on a number of special discourse tools: “a response to a previous reply, drawing the partner’s attention, changing the subject, summing up”, which require the use of specific language resources (Borisova, Latysheva 2003: 140). A text-dialogue is used at the initial stage of study, while a narrative or reasoning monologue is used at an advanced level (Polyakov 2017: 44).

While teaching speaking “discussing conversation subjects, students’ involvement in dialogues and polylogues, producing and reproducing micro-monologues and students’ own reasoning texts” are highlighted (Popovicheva 2020: 15-16). To overcome difficulties in perceiving information a number of tools should be used: multimedia (video- and audio files, PowerPoint presentations etc.). For example, the voice assistant Alice employed by Yandex browser can be recommended for use at the initial stage of teaching (Dunaeva et al 2020: 7).

Researchers claim that to assess whether utterances are constructed correctly interaction with the teacher is advisable, since “effective teaching of productive types of speech activities is not possible without a tutor” (Levina 2015: 641). One cannot but agree with it, but when teaching a large group, it is difficult to listen to each student speaking (several times during a session) and comment on the way they speak. According to the author of the article projecting further out we may see the tutor being substituted by artificial intelligence to assess students’ utterances. It means that special machine algorithms (programmes) will be developed, which will analyze the correctness of oral or written speech (Elnikova 2020: 25).
Purpose and objectives of the study

The aim of the study is to analyze available digital RFL textbooks (platforms, courses) with regard to developing speech skills (a monologue and dialogue). An assumption was made that using the method of systematic review to find electronic textbooks in open and semi-open sources it is possible to find an appropriate textbook or assignments in it to work with in on-line class.

Literature review

Internationally, an electronic textbook is considered to be a version of a printed one which underwent a web-markup and includes special tools to work with the text: «E-textbooks and digital content systems are evolving into interactive platforms that enable learners to mark-up material to help them retain information» (Van Horne S., Russell Je. & Schuh K.L. 2016: 408). Yet, the tools are not always used by students. Some researchers treat a digital textbook as a comprehensive electronic resource, which includes: «reference books, workbooks, and dictionaries, and support personalized and advanced learning through selfevaluation functions» (Young Ju Joo, Sunyoung Park, Eui Kyoung Shin 2017: 84). In Russian educational practice this interpretation of textbooks is reflected in distant RFL learning courses. The terms used in scientific publications on electronic education are «digital textbooks (also called e-textbooks or electronic textbooks)» (Bikowski, D., & Casal, J. E. 2018: 119). In Russian scientific literature the terms “digital / electronic textbook / guide” can be observed.

In Russia there is no generally accepted idea on what an RFL e-textbook contains. For example, in the article by E.G. Azimov several types of e-textbooks are mentioned:

“- e-textbooks of universal character;

- web applications to textbooks;

- distant learning courses;

- mass open on-line courses;

- courses created with the help of multimedia technologies or virtual reality technologies” (Azimov 2020: 41).
According to Elena V. Pinevich et al., the most optimal way to organize learning involving the use of an e-textbook is a mixed format with both distant and in-person activities, or an in-person format with students using their smartphones or laptops to do online tests, questionnaires, virtual simulators, smartboards etc. “This type of training is considered to be the most efficient, it becomes more and more popular all over the world” (Elena V. Pinevich, Liudmila V. Panina, & etc. 2020: 6). At the same time, the main textbook in use for educational purposes is a printed one, supplemented by online tests, video- and audio-materials, podcasts etc.

The concept of a textbook described above with regard to learning foreign languages is generally aimed at developing students’ reading and listening skills, priming them for learning writing and speaking, the latter being mostly developed during oral and written communication with an interlocutor. Dugina mentions in her article that according to foreign RFL students “the main reasons for dissatisfaction with distance learning are poor communication quality” (Dugina 2020: 243). In case of using an e-textbook as the sole tool of teaching a foreign language the problem is increased by the missing interaction with an instructor who could highlight mistakes and inaccuracy in students’ utterances.

It is possible to teach students to produce monologues in a foreign language via an e-textbook, but it is hardly feasible in case of teaching dialogic speech since the presence of an interlocutor is required. The problem is solved in in-person training by using a “potential interlocutor” technique, when a new communication situation is “created” prompting students participating in these dialogues to repeat received information several times but in a new form consistent with the new situations” (Polyakov 2017: 43). Our research was aimed at finding an answer to the question whether the mentioned above technique is employed by RFL e-textbooks, and if so, then how students’ monologues and dialogues are checked.

**Methodology**

The method of research was conducting a systematic review of RFL on-line textbooks containing training material to develop monologue and dialogue skills. The review is supposed to be a guide for instructors giving on-line classes aimed at teaching students to speak Russian. Such kind of reviews are not available at present, while there are a lot of printed RFL textbooks, as well as distant RFL courses and on-line projects.

Conducting research with the help of the method of a systematic review required searching sources in several library and scientific data bases:
- Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.ru);

- the electronic catalogue of the Russian State Library (https://search.rsl.ru/ru);

- the electronic catalogue of the e-library «CyberLeninka» (https://cyberleninka.ru);

- the publications from the Russian Science Citation Index of the eLIBRARY.RU catalogue (https://www.elibrary.ru/querybox.asp);

- the electronic library system «Russian as a Foreign Language» (https://ros-edu.ru);


- the electronic course catalogue of the project «Open Education» (https://openedu.ru).

- learning platform URAIT (https://urait.ru/)

The search was done according to the key words “Russian as a foreign language” in titles, key words, abstracts. The key word “textbook” was added to the mentioned above key words while searching in some data bases. E-textbooks containing these key words and published since 2010 were selected.

The titles and abstracts of the found sources were analyzed. The selection only included on-line textbooks aimed at developing speech skills in the Russian language (mostly at A2 level), as well as textbooks or e-sources which were available and/or contained parts (exercises) aimed at developing verbal skills (relevant results).

In case of digital textbooks one of the main criteria of selecting a source was the availability for looking through and analyzing electronic versions (these are open sources and the ones requiring the authorization of a user in a library system). A printed textbook was excluded from the search.

Other sources which were not part of the search included:

- digital teacher’s books;

- on-line textbooks and courses not aimed at teaching RFL;
- scientific publications, synopses of theses and other publications that are not textbooks;
- digital RFL textbooks other than A2 level of study (with the exception of one electronic course, supposedly of B1 level, because its focus was consistent with the purpose of the research); the limitation of the textbook level was connected with the knowledge and competencies of foreign students who start learning Russian.

The search in Google Scholar was based on finding the key words in publication titles. 552 publications were found. Due to a large number of irrelevant results the search was limited by changing the search enquiry to “RFL textbook”. Three publications were found, but they were not consistent with the research purpose.

Among the chosen e-textbooks there were some which focus on developing the speech skills of our interest (a monologue and dialogue). Textbook titles, abstracts and contents were analyzed. The following items were excluded: phonetic and grammar textbooks, educational programmes, books on auding, tests, general introductory Russian language courses, textbooks focused on teaching writing, specialized guidebooks with medical vocabulary, books for teaching RFL in other countries.

Results

The results of the search are presented in Table 1, listing sources, numbers of the most appropriate sources, numbers of rejected results and reasons for rejection.

Table 1. The results of the search in data bases using the key words “Russian as a foreign language”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Relevant Results</th>
<th>Rejected Results</th>
<th>The reasons for rejection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The electronic course catalogue of the project «Open Education»</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 electronic courses</td>
<td>The incompatibility between the teaching objectives and language proficiency; discrepancy in key words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The electronic catalogue of the e-library «CyberLeninka»</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000 scientific publications</td>
<td>The absence of features of an electronic textbook or an electronic course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Relevant Results</td>
<td>Rejected Results</td>
<td>The reasons for rejection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The electronic catalogue of the Russian State Library</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>771 AutoAbstracts</td>
<td>The absence of features of an electronic textbook or an electronic course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The electronic catalogue of the Russian State Library*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2767 articles, textbooks, monographs</td>
<td>The absence of features of an electronic textbook or an electronic course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The publications from the Russian Science Citation Index of the eLIBRARY.RU catalogue</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The electronic library system «Russian as a Foreign Language»</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Textbooks on phonetics and grammar, educational programmes, textbooks on listening, tests, general introductory courses of the Russian Language are excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The electronic library system «Online University Library»</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Textbooks aimed at professions are excluded; textbooks unrelated to the speech development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning platform URAIT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Discrepancy in key words; textbooks on phonetics and grammar are excluded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>Discrepancy in key words; scientific publications, textbooks aimed at professions, textbooks aimed at studying abroad are excluded</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a result of the systematic review one distant course and ten e-textbooks were chosen. The list is presented in Table 2. Each analyzed source is presented as a bibliographic title for citing and its URL-address in a library catalogue is given. The value of the lists of this kind is in providing specific information on a publication which makes it possible to find and use the necessary source.

Table 2. The list of e-textbooks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Textbook</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>№</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>№</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>№</td>
<td>Textbook</td>
<td>URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussions**

The process of selecting e-textbooks made it possible to analyze their contents and identify methods, exercises and assignments aimed at developing speech skills which the e-textbooks employ.

The following is a general description of the selected digital textbooks. They are full-text files available for looking through, but they cannot be downloaded in a personal computer. However, there are some variants of working with their digital text which fully represents the printed version of the textbooks. These e-textbooks are located in electronic libraries, which involves an authorized access to book resources. Some special features the e-textbooks provide for students can be listed:

- showing miniature textbook pages for scanning;
- copying an excerpt for citing;
- making a bookmark on a particular page;
- printing a part of texts;
- changing the window scale for looking through text;
- reproducing video and audio files (if there is such an application);
- to scroll through the pages quickly.

Designers of electronic libraries provided special tools for instructors:

- downloading concise curricula;
- adding audio- and video materials via URL-references;
- adding e-books from literature collections;
- constructing tests;
- organizing a group and adding students to it;
- tracking dates of using instructional sources;
- creating a programme of a course of study.

The analyzed e-textbooks most often contained assignments for developing monologue skills. For example, post-reading exercises included: retell the text (in turn, the whole text, as if you were this or that character (a “potential interlocutor” technique), with the text support); answer the question; render the text from Russian into your mother language and back into Russian. Other exercises aimed at developing monologue skills were as following: listen to the phrase and think of possible ways to continue it; describe a picture; explain a phrase; describe a situation/a character; make a recording of your monologue, etc.

Assignments for developing dialogic skills were the following: ask each other questions on the text; role-play the dialogue; make up your own dialogue and role-play it; take an interview as a correspondent; alter the dialogue; problem questions presupposing a variety of answers; make a videoclip, etc.
The instructor is to assess how assignments are done, while possibilities for assessing group performance in monologues and dialogues were minimal. And on the contrary, in a distant course, students assessed their peers’ monologue skills, which minimized the instructor’s role in assessment. This is quite productive in case of a large group of students in an on-line course.

Conclusion

The need to speak Russian, to express their thoughts in oral verbal forms was the prime one for foreign students learning a foreign language in a distant format outside the natural language environment. The hypothesis was confirmed: there are a number of RFL e-textbooks, as well as on-line courses helping students to develop their monologue and dialogue skills by providing opportunities to practise speaking. In general, this is done with the support and guidance of the instructor, giving distant classes via different platforms (which was of particular relevance for the duration of mass on-line study in 2020–2021). Projecting further out, with the advancement of the technical element of e-textbooks tools for automatic analysis of students’ recorded monologues and dialogues (audio- and video files) would be available.
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